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PATTERN BY LYNNE ROWE

Mindful Square 1 
Climbing The Mountain



LYNNE ROWE
MINDFUL KNITTING AND CALMING STITCHES

Mindful knitting combines rhythmic knitting with mindfulness 
techniques; consciously connecting you with the present moment.

Simple stitch patterns allow you to focus on the colours, sensations 
and rhythm of the repetitive stitches. As they become more familiar, 

they’ll help to move you into a meditative state; you’ll slow down and 
unwind as your body reacts by releasing chemicals which calm and sooth.

As you create, your knitting will become more enjoyable and the relaxing 
cycle begins. Each stitched square is specifically designed to help improve 
your wellbeing and take a break from any negative and stressful thoughts.

Please note that all quantities in this book are based on average usage and therefore are approximate.  
We cannot accept responsibility for the finished garment if any other yarn than the one specified is used. 

Every effort has been made to ensure instructions are correct. West Yorkshire Spinners cannot accept any liabilities. 
Owing to photography and printing restrictions the colour reproduction is matched as closely as possible to the yarn.



Tension for each square is given within the 
instructions. It is essential to work to the stated 
tension in order to achieve desired fabric and 
blanket size. 

Each complete square before edging and blocking 
will measure approximate 19-20cm.

After completing all squares with edging, pin flat to 
21 x 21cm and cover with a damp cloth. Leave to dry.

ABBREVIATIONS 

cm   centimetres   

g   grammes     

K   knit

k2tog    knit 2 sts together (to decrease 
 1 st, right slanting)

k2togtbl    knit 2 sts together through the back 
 loops (to decrease 1 st, left slanting)

mm   millimetres  

patt   pattern

P   purl

rep   repeat

RS   right side

st(s)   stitch(es)

st-st   stocking stitch (1 row knit, 1 row purl)

tog   together         

WS   wrong side 

yb   yarn back   

yf   yarn front  

(  )    work instructions within brackets 
as many times as directed 

*    repeat instructions that follow 
the single asterisk, as directed

MATERIALS

•  1 pair 6.5mm (US 10.5 / UK 3) knitting needles

•  1 pair 6mm (US 10 / UK 4) knitting needles

•  6mm (US 10 / UK 4) circular knitting needle 
80cm long (for working in rows for border)

• Cable needle and stitch marker

• Small rectangle of strong card for tassels

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS

• Approximately 111 x 111cm square (excluding tassels)

•  Each square with border will measure 
21 x 21cm after blocking

INFORMATIONYARN FOR THE COMPLETE 
EMELINE BLANKET

West Yorkshire Spinners 
RE:TREAT Chunky Roving

100% BLUEFACED KERRY HILL

6.5mm 
US10.5

Tension 
10cm/4” sq

14sts

153

Reshape whilst damp

140

100% WOOL/WOLLE/LANA/LAINE/YLLE/VILLA

100g
Metres Yards Ball
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CHUNKY ROVING

Ponder - 393
2 x 100g

Harmony - 184
1 x 100g

Reflect - 099
1 x 100g

Pure - 010
1 x 100g

Soul - 105
3 x 100g

Mellow - 221
1 x 100g

Adore - 552
2 x 100g

Joy - 151
1 x 100g
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EDGING FOR ALL SQUARES

With RS facing, using 6mm needles and A 
(Soul), pick up and knit 28 sts evenly along one 
edge of square, *turn, knit one row, turn, cast 
off all sts, leaving last st on needle.*

Rotate square and pick up and knit a further 
28 sts evenly along second edge (29 sts in 
total) and rep from * to *.

Rotate square and pick up and knit a further 
28 sts evenly along third edge (29 sts in total) 
and rep from * to *.

Rotate square and pick up and knit a further 
29 sts evenly along fourth edge (30 sts in total) 
and rep from * to *.

Fasten off.

SQUARE 1. CLIMBING THE MOUNTAIN
 
If you are feeling overwhelmed or anxious, take out your 

knitting and visualise a mountain. With every stitch, imagine 

yourself taking a step upwards and away from the noise 

and confusion. Keep stitching, breathing and climbing the 

mountain until you feel lighter, calmer and stronger.

Acknowledge any emotions or thoughts that enter your 

mind as you knit; imagine they are  storm clouds passing 

across you as you climb. When you reach the top of the 

mountain, sit quietly for a few moments with your eyes 

closed, noticing your breathing. Imagine yourself standing 

tall on top of the mountain, still and tranquil. 

A mitred square is perfect to practice this exercise, because 

you start with a large number of stitches and decrease on 

every alternate row. Your stitches become fewer and fewer 

as you work, as if you are climbing to the top of a mountain.

 
GARTER STITCH MITRED SQUARE PATTERN

Make 4

Colours used: B (Mellow 221) and C (Harmony 184) 

Tension before blocking: 14.5 sts and 28 rows measure 
10cm square over garter stitch patt using 6.5mm needles.

With 6.5mm needles and B (Mellow), cast on 28 sts, 
place a st marker, cast on 28 sts. 56 sts.

Row 1 (RS): K to 2 sts before the marker, k2togtbl, 
slip marker, k2tog, k to end. 54 sts. 

Row 2: K all sts, slipping marker.

Rows 1 and 2 form the patt.

Rep rows 1 and 2 (throughout) in the following 
colour sequence:

Work 10 rows more in B (Mellow). 44 sts.

Work 2 rows more in C (Harmony). 42 sts.

Work 12 rows more in B (Mellow). 30 sts.

Work 26 rows more in C (Harmony). 4 sts (52 rows in total).

Next row: Using C, K2togtbl, remove stitch marker, k2tog, 
pass second st over first st on right hand needle to cast off.

Break off yarn, pull through st and fasten off.

Weave yarns ends into work on WS and trim.

Work edging on each square, according to instructions 
at beginning of pattern.

Block square to 21 x 21cm.



Having long championed the positive benefits of knitting on  
health and happiness, West Yorkshire Spinners is delighted to  

partner with national mental health charity, Mind.

Re:treat was developed with wellbeing in mind. The yarn has a silky smooth finish 

which slides easily off the needle, helping our knitters unwind in a stress-free oasis. 

We make a donation to Mind for every ball of Re:treat yarn sold, so you  

are also helping to support this wonderful charity to research, improve 

services and raise awareness of mental health, wellbeing and mindfulness.

To donate or find out more, please visit

mind.org.uk

2 Airedale Park, Royd Ings Avenue, Keighley, West Yorkshire BD21 4DG

Square pattern taken from the Emeline Mindful Blanket Pattern by Lynne Rowe

01535 664500      sales@wyspinners.com      wyspinners.com

Share your squares with us 
#emelineblanket




